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independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA):
Pr(i ∣ C)
Pr( j ∣ C)

=
Pr(i ∣ C′ )
Pr( j ∣ C′ )

Unique choice model satisfying

(Luce, Individual Choice Behavior 1959)
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Pr(i ∣ C)
Pr( j ∣ C)

≠
Pr(i ∣ C′ )
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Violations of IIA:

Recent contextual modeling 
 
Chen & Joachims (KDD ‘16) 
Ragain & Ugander (NeurIPS ’16) 
Seshadri et al. (ICML ‘19)  
Bower & Balzano (ICML ’20) 
Rosenfeld et al. (ICML ’20) 
Tomlinson & Benson (KDD ’21)
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chooser-independent preferences:  
   or 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IIA (i.e., chooses according to a logit), then E0 [Pr(8 | 0,⇠)] is exactly
the mixed logit choice probability. On the other hand, Pr(8 | ⇠) can
express an arbitrary choice system with choice set confounding.

T������ 2. Mixed logit with chooser-dependent choice sets is
powerful enough to express any system of choice probabilities.

Arbitrary choice systems are much more powerful than mixed
logit (even ones with continuous mixtures). For example, it is im-
possible for mixed logit to violate regularity, the condition that
Pr(8 | ⇠) � Pr(8 | ⇠ [ { 9}) for all ⇠ ✓ U, 8 2 ⇠, 9 2 U, as choice
probabilities for 8 can only go down in each mixture component
when we include 9 . On the other hand, even Example 1 has a regu-
larity violation (picking a dog is more likely when a �sh is available),
despite there being only two types of choosers, both adhering to IIA.

We have shown that choice set confounding is an issue in theory,
and we now demonstrate it to be a problem in practice. We present
evidence of choice set confounding in two transportation choice
datasets, ������� and ������� [26]. These datasets consist of San
Francisco (SF) resident surveys for preferred transportation mode to
work or shopping, where the choice set is the set of modes available
to a respondent. The SF datasets are common testbeds for choice
models violating IIA [8, 26, 36, 43] and in choice applications [2, 49].

The SF data have regularity violations (Table 5 in Appendix C),
ruling out the possibility that the IIA violations in these datasets are
just due to mixtures of choosers obeying IIA. Thus, these datasets
either have (1) true context e�ects or (2) choice set confounding.
So far, the literature has focused on (1), but we argue that (2) is
more likely. We compare the likelihoods of logit, MNL, CDM, and
MCDM (recall Tables 1 and 2) on these datasets through likelihood-
ratio tests (Table 3). MNL and MCDM both account for chooser-
dependent preferences through covariates, while CDM and MCDM
both account for context e�ects.With true context e�ects, we would
expect CDM to be signi�cantly more likely than logit and MCDM
to be signi�cantly more likely than MNL. However, this is not the
case. While CDM is signi�cantly more likely than logit, MCDM is
not signi�cantly more likely than MNL in both SF datasets. Thus,
context e�ects only appear signi�cant before controlling for pref-
erence heterogeneity through covariates. This is exactly what we
would expect if the IIA violations in these datasets are due to choice
set confounding rather than context e�ects. In contrast, we see sig-
ni�cant context e�ects in the ������� hotel-booking dataset [25]
even after controlling for covariates (this dataset uses item features,
hence the di�erent models in Table 3), so context e�ects are likely.
This dataset consists of search results (choice sets) and hotel book-
ings (choices), and we explore it further in Section 4.4.

The choice set confounding leads to a key question: how were
choice sets constructed in ������� and �������? According to Kop-
pelman and Bhat [26], choice sets were imputed based on chooser
covariates from the survey. For instance, walking was included as
an option if a respondent’s distance to the destination was < 4miles
and driving was included if they had a driver’s license and at least
one car in their household [26]. This choice set assignment is highly
chooser-dependent, resulting in strong choice set confounding.

Example 1 and the SF datasets highlight how confounding can
lead to spurious context e�ects and incorrect average choice proba-
bilities. Next, in Section 4, we adapt methods from causal inference
so that chooser covariates can correct choice probability estimates.

Table 3: Likelihood gains in �������, �������, and �������
from covariates and context with likelihood ratio test (LRT)
?-values. �✓ denotes improvement in log-likelihood.
Comparison Testing Controlling �✓ LRT ?

�������
Logit to MNL covariates — 883 < 10�10
Logit to CDM context — 85 < 10�10
CDM to MCDM covariates context 819 < 10�10
MNL to MCDM context covariates 20 0.08

�������
Logit to MNL covariates — 343 < 10�10
Logit to CDM context — 96 < 10�10
CDM to MCDM covariates context 276 < 10�10
MNL to MCDM context covariates 29 0.36

�������
CL to CML covariates — 1218 < 10�10
CL to LCL context — 2345 < 10�10
LCL to MLCL covariates context 1167 < 10�10
CML to MLCL context covariates 2294 < 10�10

And in Section 5, we address what can be done without covariates
if we want to (1) make predictions under chooser-dependent choice
set assignment mechanisms or (2) make counterfactual predictions
for previously observed choosers.

4 CAUSAL INFERENCE METHODS
In traditional causal inference [23, 24, 39], we wish to estimate the
causal e�ect of an intervention (e.g., a medical treatment) from
observational data. However, we cannot simply compare the out-
comes of the treated and untreated cohorts if treatment was not
randomly assigned—confounders might a�ect both whether some-
one was treated and their outcome. There are many methods to
debias treatment e�ect estimation, including matching [37, 39], in-
verse probability weighting (IPW) [19], and regression [40]. One
can also combine methods, such as IPW and regression, which is
the basis for doubly robust estimators [5].

Here, we adapt causal inference methods to estimate unbiased
discrete choice models from data with choice set confounding. First,
we adapt IPW to learn unbiased models that do not use chooser
covariates in the utility function. After, we show an equivalence
between incorporating chooser covariates in the utility function and
regression for causal inference. Finally, we combine these methods
for doubly robust choicemodel estimation. For discrete choice, these
methods require new assumptions and have di�erent guarantees.
We �rst provide a brief introduction to causal inference terminology
in the binary treatment setting, such as an observational medical
study (in contrast, we will think of choice sets as treatments).

In potential outcomes notation [41], each person 8 has covariates
-8 and is either treated ()8 = 1) or untreated ()8 = 0). At some point
after treatment, we measure the outcome .8 ()8 ). A typical goal of
the causal inference methods above is to estimate the average treat-
ment e�ect E8 [.8 (1)�.8 (0)]. All of these methods rely on untestable
assumptions; in particular, they rely on strong ignorability [23, 37]
(also called unconfoundedness or no unmeasured confounders), which

SFWork & SFShop 


San Francisco transportation data

Used to test context effect models: 

Koppelman & Bhat (’06) 
Benson et al. (WWW ’16) 
Ragain & Ugander (NeurIPS ’16) 
Seshadri et al. (ICML ’19) 

(Koppelman & Bhat, 2006)

Context effects  
or  
choice set confounding?
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Has regularity violations!
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Idea: rebalance data so that we have 
chooser-independent choice sets: 
Pr(C) = Pr(C ∣ a)

requires assumption on : choice set ignorabilityxa
= “covariates fully capture choice set assignment”

ℓ(θ; �̃�) = ∑(i,C,a)∈𝒟
log Prθ(i ∣ C)

Pr(C ∣ xa)
ℓ(θ; 𝒟) = ∑(i,C,a)∈𝒟 log Prθ(i ∣ C)

learn model from reweighed log-likelihood:

choice set  
propensities

Need to learn  


( : covariates for chooser ) 

Pr(C ∣ xa)

xa a
Guarantee 

Can learn a model as if choice sets 
were uniformly random 
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Logit:


Pr(i ∣ C) =
exp(ui)

∑j∈C exp(uj)

Multinomial logit (MNL):


Pr(i ∣ a, C) =
exp(ui + βixa)

∑j∈C exp(uj + βixa)

requires assumption on : preference ignorabilityxa

Idea: model preference variation

= “covariates fully capture preferences”

Guarantee 

If the model is correctly specified, 
can learn true choice probabilities

Combine IPW and regression 
→ doubly robust

CDM 
 Multinomial CDM (MCDM)
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Synthetic CDM data 
counterfactuals: new instances not drawn from data distribution

IPW & regression

(a) improve counterfactual  
prediction


(b) prevent overconfidence 
on confounded data
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Expedia hotel booking data 

Without IPW, importance of 
price is exaggerated

Expedia covariates more 
informative about choice 
sets than preferences 
→ IPW > regression

Dataset log-likelihood:



Managing without covariates 
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Clustering based on choice sets
Idea: take advantage of the correlation between choice sets and preferences

users movies

appeared in choice set 
(from rec. sys., e.g.)

dramas

comedies

“drama fans”

“comedy fans”

Cluster users (e.g., spectral co-clustering), 
learn choice model per-cluster (Dhillon, 2001)

Much better than mixed logit! 
(YOOCHOOSE online shopping data)

(RecSys, 2015)

Example: movie recommendations
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More things in the paper

Graphical intuition about ignorability assumptions

Duality between context effect models and models of choice set confounding 

The power of choice set confounding



Concluding thoughts
Key takeaways 
Choice set confounding can mislead choice models 
We can adjust for it using chooser covariates
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Future work 
Learning choice set propensities 
Other causal inference methods: 
- instrumental variables? 
- matching? 

Interested in context effect models? 
See our other KDD ’21 paper: 
“Learning Interpretable Feature Context 
Effects in Discrete Choice”
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